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Synopsis Episode 3

A black woman, bound and gagged by hooded men, is taken to an altar where 
she is drained of blood. In Central Park, listening to a speaker extolling
“Power of Blood,” John & April question this new credo. Matilda and 
David's night of sex warms their relationship. Cop-World delves into the 
blood-letting crime. Adele advises her star artist to “stud around” for a 
next-level career. April questions the leader of Perfect White about 
blood-draining murders to find Elmer Quick, head of the Brethren, is 
responsible. Merlin, leader of Perfect White, explains that freedom from 
slavers' law and the recognition of mixed-blood destiny is the core of 
Perfect White. The reality is that all heritage has mixed blood roots. The
divine franchise of royalty or any pure blood dogma is an authority 
argument for executive privilege. 

An evening with Alice has saved Reginald from the ABD massacre. Back in 
the studio, John & Kwon reflect. The Black-Gloved Woman updates "the 
girls." Stavros, a Greek cop, is on the phone to Diaz who advises him to 
look out for a Ukranian spy. Jake discovers the identity of the hospital 
cop killer and calls in a favor from his mob contact. Elmer Quick fans an 
extremist lust for power with the promise of murderous punishment for the 
opposition. Jessica Tomas, former secretary of Perfect White and former 
lover of Elmer Quick, offers a concise explanation for Elmer's delusion to
Cop-World psychologist. 

Hours later Jessica is found drained of blood. John explains to Diaz that 
Kwon is more like a mother. Dirty money is discovered to be the last straw
convincing the Brethren that violence is the only solution. On Hydra, 
Anna, a friend of Nikolina, bonds with Zoe. They drink to a life of travel
and freedom. A Cop-World psychologist underscores the danger of the 
Brethren on an international scale. John and Diaz grow closer after a 
night of love. 

Art Group discusses race and their perceived and actual identities. Kwon 
explains intimate relations for John. April is abducted by Brethren posing
as Perfect White. Loyalties are strained by the murder of Jessica. LA hit-
man walks into an ambush, and a prison snitch is silenced. Elmer and April
debate delusion and reality. Art House Gallery signs Alice to a lucrative 
exclusive representation deal. 

Jake is suspected of murdering an L.A. hit-man. April signals a silent 
beacon bringing Art Group and Cop-World backup. Amid engagement, 
disaffected members of the Brethren swear allegiance to April, “The Star.”
New Jade, Black Boy, and Red Boy keep April safe. True to his name, Quick 
escapes. Diaz bags key perps and April decides to present her own vision 
of mixed-blood destiny she calls Perfect Light.


